Agenda

8:00-8:30 Networking and Refreshments

8:30-8:45 Huron Report, OSP Updates, Uniform Guidance (Christa Johnson)

8:45-9:00 Export Controls Update (Scot Allen)

9:00-9:15 Cost Transfers on Sponsored Projects and FDP Update (Dave Doty)

9:15-9:30 Foundation Relations and Proposals (Peter Hartman)

9:30-9:45 Predatory Journal Practices (Kathy Partin)

9:45-10:00 Questions/Discussion

Future Topic Suggestions from Inbox and Survey:

1. Training Opportunities and Improvements
2. Overview of the University’s proposal routing and approval process
3. Overview of the Limited Submissions process, review, and selection
4. OSP and Departments/Colleges working together more effectively
5. UG UG UG updates and guidance, including how to handle administrative personnel inclusion as direct costs in sponsored projects, computer and computer-related items as direct charges, subaward cost and risk analysis at time of proposal
6. Compliance Updates: please continue
7. Improving subcontracts process and cost sharing
8. Progress update on KC and other systems, invite colleges and departments to systems design and implementation
9. Discussion of NIH subaccounting for billing and impacts on CSU
10. Corporate research agreements and MRDAs
11. How the decentralization of teams is (or is not) really working (updates)
12. Roles and responsibilities of the department administration and the central research administrative roles. How can we best achieve greater consistency?
13. NIH ASSIST system—functionality, tips, navigation.